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Abstract
We present a discontinuous Galerkin finite element method for a depth-averaged
two-phase flow model. This model contains nonconservative products for which we
developed a discontinuous Galerkin finite element formulation in Rhebergen et al.
(2008) J. Comput. Phys. 227, 1887-1922. The goal is to qualitatively validate the
model against a laboratory experiment and to show the abilities of the model to
capture physical phenomena. To be able to perform these test cases, a WENO slope
limiter is investigated in conjunction with a discontinuity detector to detect regions
where spurious oscillations appear.
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1 Introduction
Debris flows are flows of water-saturated slurry mixtures (Iverson and Den-
linger [14], Major and Iverson [22], Pitman and Le [25]). Examples are mud
slides initiated by heavy rainfall on eroded mountain sides consisting of mix-
tures of rock, sand and mud; and volcanic debris flows in which the flow may
be a mixture of volcanic debris and water (see Fig. 1 a). These flows often
cause major destruction to buildings and infrastructure, with accompanying
loss of human lives.
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(a) The lahar developed on the slopes
of Santiaguito volcano [37]. Photograph
courtesy of U.S. Geological Survey.
(b) Slurry and sediment transport
in pipelines. Photograph courtesy of
LICengineering [36].
Fig. 1. Examples of two-phase flows.
In industrial applications, dense liquid-solid flows, such as slurry flows, are
used in pipeline transportation (see Fig. 1 b). This form of transportation has
relatively low operation and maintenance costs, and is friendly to the envi-
ronment (Ling et al. [20]). Other applications occur in liquid fluidized beds
(Jackson [15]).
In many flows the height H of the flow is much smaller than the length L of
the flow, H/L≪ 1. For these flows, depth-averaging techniques are commonly
used to simplify the three dimensional equations. Examples include the shal-
low water equations derived from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
or the Savage-Hutter equations for dry granular flow (Savage and Hutter [28]).
Recently, Pitman and Le [25] and Le [18] derived a depth-averaged model for
two-phase flows based on a three dimensional continuum model for two-phase
flows as derived by Jackson [15] (see Appendix A for the three dimensional
continuum model). We remark, however, that with the assumptions made in
the depth-averaging proces by Le [18], the same depth-averaged model can be
derived from the three dimensional model of Drew and Lahey [10]. We have
slightly extended the depth-averaged model by also including extra friction
terms to simulate turbulent friction.
For the depth-averaged two-phase flow model, we present a discontinuous
Galerkin finite element method (DGFEM). Among other advantages, DGFEM
is a very local scheme, i.e., the solution on an element depends only on the
data of its immediate neighboring elements, it is therefore very suitable to use
for complicated geometries and mesh adaptation. Furthermore, the DGFEM
easily deals with shocks and other discontinuities in the solution. The difficulty
in the depth-averaged two-phase flow model is the presence of nonconservative
products so that this model cannot be written in flux conservative form. This
causes problems once the solution becomes discontinuous, because the weak so-
lution in the classical sense of distributions then does not exist. Consequently,
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no classical Rankine-Hugoniot shock conditions can be defined. We overcame
these problems in Rhebergen et al. [27], where we introduced a discontinuous
Galerkin finite element method and a new numerical flux, the NCP flux, for
hyperbolic partial differential equations containing nonconservative products
which is based on the theory by Dal Maso, LeFloch and Murat (DLM) [8],
which we also apply here.
The DGFEM does not guarantee monotone solutions around discontinuities
and sharp gradients and thus spurious numerical oscillations develop. To pre-
vent these numerical oscillations we investigate and clarify the WENO slope
limiter given in [21] in combination with Krivodonova’s discontinuity detec-
tor [17].
Much of the research conducted with depth averaged models for liquid-solid
flows focuses on correctly predicting the final depositions of debris avalanches
and their behavior over natural terrains (Denlinger and Iverson [9], Patra et
al. [23,24], Pouliquen and Forterre [26], Tai et al. [29], Wang et al. [34]). In
Chiou et al. [6] and Gray et al. [11] the influence of obstacles on granular
flows is investigated. We are, however, interested in the behavior of debris
flows through contractions and in this article we will perturb a steady-state
two-phase flow with a low particle volume fraction by introducing an upstream
avalanche of particles for a short period, thus temporarily increasing the parti-
cle volume fraction. This experiment was done by Akers and Bokhove [1] (see
Fig. 2) and we use this experiment to qualitatively validate the depth-averaged
two-phase flow model. Experimental data are also available for dry granular
flow through a contraction (Vreman et al. [33]). We are planning to conduct
new experiments to obtain data for liquid-solid flows through a contraction
with which the numerical data may be compared in the future.
The novelties in this article are the following:
(1) Application of the discontinuous Galerkin finite element method using
the theory of nonconservative products developed in [27] to the two-
dimensional depth-averaged two-phase flow model of Le [18] with extra
friction terms.
(2) Investigation of the WENO slope limiter [21] with Krivodonova’s discon-
tinuity detector [17] in a discontinuous Galerkin finite element discretiza-
tion for two-phase flows.
(3) Qualitative validation of the depth-averaged two-phase flow model with
laboratory data.
The outline of this article is as follows. In Section 2 we present the depth-
averaged model as derived by Pitman and Le [25] and Le [18]. We continue
in Section 3 to introduce the discontinuous Galerkin finite element method
for the model; numerical verification and validation is provided in Sections 4
3
Fig. 2. When water flow enters a contraction at a certain speed, a steady state in
the contraction is reached with oblique hydraulic jumps (top left). This steady-state
is perturbed by an upstream avalanche of polystyrene beads (just inserted in the
top middle frame). There is a transition period in the top right, bottom left and
bottom middle frames in which one second elapses between each frame. A second
steady state, an upstream steady shock, is reached (bottom right) [1].
and 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2 Depth-averaged two-phase flows
In shallow flows, the characteristic height H of the flow is typically much
smaller than its characteristic length L, H/L = ε≪ 1. Variations in the ver-
tical are small and we can simplify the governing equations by averaging the
flow over the depth. In doing so, depth-averaged quantities are assumed to be
independent of the vertical coordinate, at leading order in ε. In this section
we introduce the depth-averaged two-phase flow equations derived by Le [18].
Note that the depth-averaged two-phase flow equations derived by Le [18] are
slightly different from the depth-averaged two-phase flow equations derived
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by Pitman and Le [25]. The difference is that the momentum of the mixture
of the Le model can be written in flux conservative form, while this is not the
case for the momentum of the mixture of the Pitman and Le model.
Le [18] derived a depth-averaged flow model by depth-averaging the three
dimensional continuum model for two-phase flows as derived by Jackson [15]
(see Appendix A for the three dimensional model). Using the summation con-
vention on repeated indices and the comma notation to denote partial differ-
entiation, the scaled non-dimensional depth-averaged flow model is:
Ui,t + Fik,k +GikrVr,k = Si, i, r = 1, ..., 6, k = 1, 2. (1)
Note thatGikrVr,k is a nonconservative product. In (1) U = [h(1−α), hα, hαvi, h(1−
α)ui]
T , V = [h, α, vi, ui]
T and
Fk =

h(1− α)uk
hαvk
hαvivk + ε(1− ρ)ϕikα 12g3h2
h(1− α)uiuk

, Gk =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
εραg3h 0 0 0
ε(1− α)g3h 0 0 0

,
S =

0
0
(1− ρ)(−εϕik∂kb+ ϕi3)αg3h+ hFDi + gihα− ραCD|u|ui/ε− ερhαg3∂ib
−ε(1− α)g3h∂ib− hFDi /ρ+ h(1− α)gi − (1− α)CD|u|ui/ε

.
Note that compared with the model by Le [18], we have added extra friction
terms with the drag coefficient CD as a leading order turbulence parameteri-
zation.
The orientation of the Cartisian coordinate system is shown in Figure 3 in
which θ is the angle of the x1-x2 plane with the horizontal. The depth-averaged
quantities in the above model are constant in the x3 direction and are the
particle volume fraction α, the fluid velocity vector u and the solids velocity
vector v. The flow depth is given by h and the bottom topography by b. The
constants ε = H/L and ρ = ρf/ρs represent the height to length ratio of the
flow and the ratio between the fluid density ρf and the solids density ρs, re-
spectively. The gravity vector is given by ~g = [g1, g2,−g3]T in which g3 is the
vertical component of the gravity (see Figure 3) and CD is a drag coefficient.
The above quantities are all scaled and dimensionless. To obtain the variables
in dimensional form, denoted by (·)∗, we have used the following scalings:
[x∗, y∗] = L[x, y], t∗ =
√
L/g∗t, [u∗1, u
∗
2] =
√
g∗L[u1, u2], [v
∗
1, v
∗
2] =
√
g∗L[v1, v2],
v∗T =
√
g∗LvT , [g
∗
1, g
∗
2, g
∗
3]
T = g∗g[sin(θ), 0, cos(θ)]T with g the gravity constant.
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Fig. 3. Orientation of the coordinate system and the gravity vector.
A closure needs to be given for the drag function FD and we follow Pitman
and Le [25] by taking FDi = β(ui − vi) in which β is given by:
β =
(1− ρ)α
vT (1− α)n , n =

3.65 for Ret < 0.2,
4.35Re−0.03t − 1 for 0.2 < Ret < 1,
4.45Re−0.1t − 1 for 1 < Ret < 500,
1.39 for 500 < Ret,
where Ret = dρfvT/µf , in which d is the particle diameter, ρ
f the fluid den-
sity, µf the fluid viscosity and vT the terminal velocity of an isolated particle
falling in the fluid. We remark that as 1 − ρ increases, the drag function FD
makes the system (1) increasingly stiffer. We are, however, interested in the
case where ρ is approximately 0.9. In this situation the model does not have
stiff source terms and no special algorithms are needed to deal with stiffness.
The functions ϕ were introduced by Pitman and Le [25] to relate basal and
diagonal shear stresses to the normal stress in the solids phase stress tensor
in the 3-dimensional two-phase model before depth-averaging. The functions
ϕ are given by:
ϕi3 = − vi||v|| tan(φbed), i = 1, 2, ϕii = k
∓, i = 1, 2
ϕ12 = −sign(∂2v1) sin(φint)k∓, ϕ21 = −sign(∂1v2) sin(φint)k∓,
k∓ = 2
1∓
√
1− cos2(φint)(1 + tan2(φbed))
cos2(φint)
− 1,
in which the “−” in the “∓” applies when ∂kvk > 0 and the “+” applies when
∂kvk < 0. Furthermore, || · || is the Euclidean norm, φint is the internal angle
of friction, which measures how layers of solid particles slide over one another
and φbed is the basal angle of friction, indicating how easily solid particles slide
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Fig. 4. Regimes of hyperbolicity for the depth-averaged model. For the values of α
and |u− v| in the shaded area the model is elliptic.
over the bottom [13].
To determine whether the depth averaged model is hyperbolic, we need to
determine their eigenvalues. If all eigenvalues are real and distinct, the model
is hyperbolic. Deriving the eigenvalues for the depth-averaged model is not
trivial, so eigenvalues are computed numerically for a number of given param-
eters. Consider the case in which the topography is flat, b = 0. We take h = 1,
ρ = 0.9, g3 = 1 and we assume k
∓ = k−. Furthermore, we take φbed = 14.75
◦
and φint = 24.5
◦ which hold for fine glass particles [4]. For different height to
length ratios, ranging from ε = 0.001 to ε = 1, we determine the eigenvalues
as a function of the particle volume fraction α and the absolute difference
between the phase velocities |u − v|. In Figure 4 we show for which values
of α and |u − v| the depth-averaged model is not hyperbolic (in the shaded
areas some of the eigenvalues are not real). We see that the region for which
the model is not hyperbolic decreases as ε decreases. In this article we are
only interested in cases where the model is hyperbolic. When the model is
not hyperbolic, a different numerical approach needs to be introduced which
is not treated in this article.
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3 The DGFEM discretization
In this section we present a space-time DGFEM formulation for the depth-
averaged two-phase flow model. We remark however that the space DGFEM
formulation is very similar and for some of the numerical test cases we will
apply space DGFEM. For more on space DGFEM we refer to Rhebergen et
al. [27] and Cockburn and Shu [7].
We start by introducing space-time elements, function spaces, trace operators
and basis functions after which we present the space-time DGFEM formula-
tion for the depth-averaged two-phase flow model.
3.1 Space-time elements
In the space-time DGFEM method, the space and time variables are treated
together. A point at time t = x0 with position vector x¯ = (x1, x2) has Cartesian
coordinates (x0, x¯) in the open domain E ⊂ R3. At time t, the flow domain
Ω(t) is defined as:
Ω(t) := {x¯ ∈ R2 : (t, x¯) ∈ E}.
By taking t0 and T as the initial and final time of the evolution of the space-
time flow domain, the space-time domain boundary ∂E consists of the hyper-
surfaces:
Ω(t0) := {x ∈ ∂E : x0 = t0},
Ω(T ) := {x ∈ ∂E : x0 = T},
Q := {x ∈ ∂E : t0 < x0 < T}.
The time interval [t0, T ] is partitioned using the time levels t0 < t1 < ... < T ,
where the n-th time interval is defined as In = (tn, tn+1) with length ∆tn =
tn+1 − tn. The space-time domain E is then divided into Nt space-time slabs
En = E ∩ In. Each space-time slab En is bounded by Ω(tn), Ω(tn+1) and
Qn = ∂En/(Ω(tn) ∪ Ω(tn+1)).
The flow domain Ω(tn) is approximated by Ωh(tn), where Ωh(t) → Ω(t)
as h → 0, with h the radius of the smallest sphere completely containing
the largest space-time element. The domain Ωh(tn) is divided into Nn non-
overlapping spatial elements Kj(tn). Similarly, Ω(tn+1) is approximated by
Ωh(tn+1). We can relate each element K
n
j = Kj(tn) to a master element
Kˆ ⊂ R2 through the mapping F nK :
F nK : Kˆ → Knj : ξ¯ 7→ x¯ =
∑
i
xi(K
n
j )χi(ξ¯)
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with xi the spatial coordinates of the vertices of the spatial element K
n
j and
χi the standard Lagrangian shape functions defined on element Kˆ. The space-
time elements Knj are constructed by connecting Knj with Kn+1j using linear
interpolation in time, resulting in the mapping GnK from the master element
Kˆ ⊂ R3 to the space-time element Kn:
GnK : Kˆ → Kn : ξ = (ξ0, ξ¯) 7→ (t, x¯) =
(
1
2
(tn+1 + tn) +
1
2
(tn+1 − tn)ξ0,
1
2
(1− ξ0)F nK(ξ¯) + 12(1 + ξ0)F n+1K (ξ¯)
)
,
with ξ0 ∈ [−1, 1] and ξ¯ ∈ Kˆ. The tessellation T nh of the space-time slab Enh
consists of all space-time elements Knj ; thus the tessellation Th of the discrete
flow domain Eh := ∪Nt−1n=0 Enh then is defined as Th := ∪Nt−1n=0 T nh .
The element boundary ∂Knj , the union of open faces of Knj , consists of three
parts: Kj(t
+
n ) = limǫ↓0Kj(tn + ǫ), Kj(t
−
n+1) = limǫ↓0Kj(tn+1 − ǫ) and Qnj =
∂Knj /(Kj(t+n ) ∪ Kj(t−n+1)). The outward space-time normal vector on ∂Knj is
given by:
n =

(1, 0¯) at Kj(t
−
n+1),
(−1, 0¯) at Kj(t+n ),
(0, n¯) at Qnj ,
(2)
where 0¯ ∈ R2. It is convenient to split the element boundaries into separate
faces. In addition to facesKj(t
+
n ) andKj(t
−
n+1), we also define therefore interior
and boundary faces. An interior face is shared by two neighboring elements Kni
andKnj , such that Snij = Qni ∩Qnj ; a boundary face is defined as SnBj = ∂En∩Qnj .
The set of interior faces in a space-time slab En is denoted by SnI and the set
of all boundary faces by SnB; the total set is denoted by SnI,B = SnI ∪ SnB.
3.2 Function spaces and trace operators
We consider approximations of U(x, t) and functions W (x, t) in the finite ele-
ment space Wh defined as:
Wh =
{
W ∈ (L2(Eh))m : W |K ◦GK ∈ (P p(Kˆ))m, ∀K ∈ Th
}
,
where L2(Eh) is the space of square integrable functions on Eh and P p(Kˆ) the
space of polynomials of degree at most p on reference element Kˆ. Here m de-
notes the dimension of U . In our case, m = 6 and we use linear approximations
with p = 1.
We now introduce some operators as defined in Klaij et al. [16]. The trace
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of a function f ∈ Vh at the element boundary ∂KL is defined as:
fL = lim
ǫ↓0
f(x− ǫnL),
with nL the unit outward space-time normal at ∂KL. When only the space
components of the outward normal vector are considered we will use the nota-
tion n¯L. A function f ∈ Wh has a double valued trace at element boundaries
∂K. The traces of a function f at an internal face S = K¯L ∩ K¯R are denoted
by fL and fR. The jump of f at an internal face S ∈ SnI in the direction k of
a Cartesian coordinate system is defined as:
[[f ]]k = f
Ln¯Lk + f
Rn¯Rk ,
with n¯Rk = −n¯Lk . The average of f at S ∈ SnI is defined as:
{{f}} = 1
2
(fL + fR).
The jump operator satisfies the following product rule at S ∈ SnI for ∀l ∈Wh
and ∀fk ∈ Wh, which can be proven by direct verification:
[[lifik]]k = {{li}}[[fik]]k + [[li]]k{{fik}}. (3)
Consequently, we can relate element boundary integrals to face integrals:
∑
K∈T n
h
∫
Q
lLi f
L
ikn¯
L
k dQ =
∑
S∈Sn
I
∫
S
[[lifik]]k dS +
∑
S∈Sn
B
∫
S
lLi f
L
ikn¯
L
k dS. (4)
3.3 Basis functions
Polynomial approximations for the trial function U and the test functions W
in each element K ∈ T nh are introduced as:
U(t, x¯)|K = Uˆmψm(t, x¯) and W (t, x¯)|K = Wˆlψl(t, x¯), (5)
with ψm the basis functions, x¯ ∈ R2, and expansion coefficients Uˆm and Wˆl,
respectively, for m, l = 0, 1, 2, 3. The basis functions ψm are given by ψ0 = 1
and ψm = ϕm(t, x¯) for m = 1, 2, 3 where the functions ϕm(x) in element K
are related to the basis functions ϕˆm(ξ), with ϕˆm(ξ) ∈ P 1(Kˆ) and ξ the local
coordinates in the master element Kˆ, through the mappingGK: ϕm = ϕˆm◦G−1K .
3.4 The weak formulation
Due to the nonconservative products (1) cannot be transformed into diver-
gence form. This causes problems once the solution becomes discontinuous,
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because the weak solution in the classical sense of distributions then does not
exist. Consequently, standard space-time DGFEM discretizations cannot be
applied. In Rhebergen et al. [27] we derived a discontinuous Galerkin finite
element weak formulation for general hyperbolic equations with nonconserva-
tive products and we apply this weak formulation here as well.
We refer to Rhebergen et al. [27] for the derivation of the weak formula-
tion for (1). The main criterium posed on the weak formulation is that the
formulation must reduce to that for the conservative system if the system of
nonconservative partial differential equations can be transformed into conser-
vative form. The weak formulation for (1) is given by:
Find a U ∈Wh such that for all W ∈Wh:
0 =
∑
K∈T n
h
∫
K
(
−Wi,0Ui −Wi,kFik +WiGikrVr,k −WiSi
)
dK
+
∑
K∈T n
h
(∫
K(t−
n+1
)
WLi U
L
i dK −
∫
K(t+n )
WLi U
R
i dK
)
+
∑
S∈Sn
∫
S
(WLi −WRi )P̂ nci dS
+
∑
S∈Sn
∫
S
{{Wi}}
(∫ 1
0
Gikr(φ(τ ;U
L, UR))
∂φr
∂τ
(τ ;UL, UR) dτ n¯Lk
)
dS.
(6)
The last term makes it different from standard discontinuous Galerkin finite
element formulations. It is needed to introduce a measure for the noncon-
servative product where U is discontinuous. Note that an extra function,
φ(τ ;UL, UR), has been introduced to deal with the regularization of U across
the discontinuity. In [27] the effect of the choice of φ(τ ;UL, UR) on the nu-
merical solution was investigated. We concluded that the numerical diffu-
sion has a regularizing effect across discontinuities, which significantly re-
duces the dependence of the solution on φ(τ ;UL, UR), so that often it does
not matter in practice how φ(τ ;UL, UR) is chosen. We adopt a linear path:
φ(τ ;UL, UR) = UL+τ(UR−UL). Furthermore, we use here the NCP numerical
flux P̂ nc(UL, UR, v, n¯L) designed in [27] for systems containing nonconserva-
tive products as a generalization of the HLL flux [31]. The NCP numerical
flux P̂ nc(UL, UR, v, n¯L) reads:
P̂nci (UL, UR, v, n¯
L) =

FLikn¯
L
k − 12
∫ 1
0 Gikr(φ¯(τ ;UL, UR))
∂φ¯r
∂τ (τ ;UL, UR) dτn¯
L
k
if SL > v,
{Fik} n¯Lk + 12
(
(SR − v)U¯∗i + (SL − v)U¯∗i − SLULi − SRURi )
if SL < v < SR,
FRik n¯
L
k +
1
2
∫ 1
0 Gikr(φ¯(τ ;UL, UR))
∂φ¯r
∂τ (τ ;UL, UR) dτn¯
L
k
if SR < v,
(7)
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with U¯∗ given by:
U¯∗i =
SRU
R
i − SLULi + (FLik − FRik)n¯Lk
SR − SL −
1
SR − SL
∫ 1
0
Gikr(φ(τ ;UL, UR))
∂φr
∂τ
(τ ;UL, UR) dτ n¯
L
k . (8)
Note that the first terms on the right hand side of (7) are in each case the
upwind or unstable numerical fluxes. The wave speeds SL and SR in the numer-
ical flux are usually approximated by the minimum and maximum eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix. The characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian matrix
of the depth-averaged model, ∂F/∂U + G is c(λ) = (λ − qv)(λ − qu)p(λ) in
which p(λ) = λ4 + a1λ
3 + a2λ
2 + a3λ+ a4, where
a1 =− 2(qu + qv),
a2 =q
2
u + q
2
v + 4quqv − εg3h(1− α + ρα),
− 1
2
εg3h(1− ρ)(1 + α)(ϕ11n21 + ϕ22n22 + ϕ12n1n2 + ϕ21n1n2)
a3 =− 2quqv(qu + qv) + 2qvεg3h(1− α) + 2ερg3αhqu
+ 2qu(
1
2
εg3h(1 + α)(1− ρ)(ϕ11n21 + ϕ22n22 + ϕ12n1n2 + ϕ21n1n2)),
a4 =q
2
uq
2
v − q2u(12hεg3(1− ρ)(1 + α)(ϕ11n21 + ϕ22n22 + ϕ12n1n2 + ϕ21n1n2))
+ 1
2
ε2g23h
2(1− ρ)(1− α)(ϕ11n21 + ϕ22n22 + ϕ12n1n2 + ϕ21n1n2)
− q2vεg3h(1− α)− q2uερg3αh.
(9)
Two eigenvalues are λ1 = qv and λ2 = qu. Since explicitly solving the quartic
polynomial p(λ) = 0 yields rather unwieldy relations, we approximate the
remaining four eigenvalues.
We approximate p(λ) by p˜(λ) = (λ−qu−A)(λ−qu+A)(λ−qv−B)(λ−qv+B)
and expand p˜ as p˜ = λ4 + a1λ
3 + b2λ
2 + b3λ+ b4 with coefficients:
b2 = q
2
u + q
2
v + 4quqv − (A2 + B2),
b3 = 2qvA2 + 2quB2 − 2qvqu(qu + qv),
b4 = q
2
vq
2
u − q2uB2 − q2vA2 +A2B2.
(10)
Note that by choosing
A =
√
εg3h(1− α),
B =
√
1
2
hεg3(1− ρ)(1 + α)(ϕ11n21 + ϕ22n22 + ϕ12n1n2 + ϕ21n1n2),
(11)
the coefficients ai and bi almost match. We approximate the solutions to p(λ)
now as λ3,4 = qu±A and λ5,6 = qv±B. The error in the approximation of the
roots is then proportional to p(λ3,4) = O(ε2) and p(λ5,6) = O(ε).
As mentioned above, φ(τ ;UL, UR) had to be chosen and we adopted φ(τ ;UL, UR) =
12
UL+τ(UR−UL). This choice of the path presents us the opportunity to exactly
determine the integral due to the nonconservative product in (6):
∫ 1
0
Gkr(φ(τ ;UL, UR))
∂φr
∂τ
(τ ;UL, UR) dτ n¯
L
k =

0
0
−ερg3[[h]]
∫ 1
0 αh dτ
−ερg3[[h]]
∫ 1
0 αh dτ
−εg3[[h]]
∫ 1
0 (1− α)h dτ
−εg3[[h]]
∫ 1
0 (1− α)h dτ

, (12)
in which ∫ 1
0
αh dτ = 1
3
(αLhL +
1
2
(αRhL + αLhR) + αRhR),∫ 1
0
(1− α)h dτ = {{h}} − 1
3
(αLhL +
1
2
(αRhL + αLhR) + αRhR).
3.5 Pseudo-time stepping
By replacing U and W in the weak formulation (6) by their polynomial ex-
pansions (5), a system of algebraic equations for the expansion coefficients of
U is obtained. For each physical time step, the system can be written as:
L(Uˆn; Uˆn−1) = 0. (13)
This system of coupled non-linear equations is solved by adding a pseudo-time
derivative of the primitive variables V = [h, α, vi, ui]
T , hence (13) becomes:
M∂Vˆ
n
∂τ
= −L(Vˆ n; Vˆ n−1), M =
∫
K
φ
∂U
∂V
dK, (14)
which is integrated to steady-state in pseudo-time. Following Van der Vegt
and Van der Ven [32], we use the explicit Runge-Kutta method for inviscid
flow with Melson correction given by:
Algorithm 1 Five-stage explicit Runge-Kutta scheme:
(1) Initialize Yˆ 0 = Vˆ .
(2) For all stages s = 1 to 5:
(I + αsλI)Yˆ
s = Yˆ 0 + αsλ
(
Yˆ s−1 −M−1L(Yˆ s−1; Vˆ n−1)
)
.
(3) Update Vˆ = Yˆ 5.
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Fig. 5. Slope limiter in 2D.
The coefficient λ is defined as λ = ∆τ/∆t, with ∆τ the pseudo-time step
and ∆t the physical time step. The Runge-Kutta coefficients αs use are [32]:
α1 = 0.0797151, α2 = 0.163551, α3 = 0.283663, α4 = 0.5 and α5 = 1.0.
3.6 Slope limiter and discontinuity detector
In numerical discretizations of the weak formulation (6), spurious oscillations
generally appear near discontinuities. Using the Krivodonova discontinuity de-
tector [17], we apply a slope limiter only near discontinuities to deal with these
spurious oscillations. We use the slope limiter given in [21] which we describe
briefly here for reasons of clarity.
The idea of the slope limiter is to replace the original polynomial P0 by a
new polynomial P that uses the data um of the midpoints of the original el-
ement in element Kk and its neighboring elements ua, ub, uc and ud. Eight
polynomials are constructed, 4 Lagrange polynomials, Pi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 4
Hermite polynomials Pi, i = 5, 6, 7, 8. For the Hermite polynomials we also
need the physical gradient of the data in the neighboring elements at the
points ~x, i.e., ∇ua, ∇ub, ∇uc and ∇ud (see Fig. 5).
To construct the Lagrange polynomials consider the surface through xm, xa
and xb. Name the polynomial through this surface P1 with P1 = Pˆ
a
1+Pˆ
b
1x+Pˆ
c
1y.
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The coefficients Pˆ a1 , Pˆ
b
1 and Pˆ
c
1 are found by solving:
1 xm ym
1 xa ya
1 xb yb


Pˆ a1
Pˆ b1
Pˆ c1
 =

um
ua
ub
 .
In the same way, polynomials P2, P3 and P4 are constructed by considering
the remaining three surfaces.
Each of the four Hermite polynomials are determined by looking at the cur-
rent element and one of the neighbors, e.g., the first Hermite polynomial,
P5, is found by looking at the neighboring element sharing face S0. In the
midpoint xb, the gradient of the solution is ∇ub, while the solution in the
midpoint of the current element is um. The first Hermite polynomial is given
by: P5 = Pˆ
a
5 + Pˆ
b
5x+ Pˆ
c
5y where:
Pˆ a5 = um − xb · ∇ub,
Pˆ b5 = ∂xub in xb,
Pˆ c5 = ∂yub in xb.
In the same way, polynomials P6, P7 and P8 are constructed by considering
the remaining three surfaces.
The linear approximation of the original polynomial is determined just like
the Hermite polynomials. In the midpoint xm, the solution is um and the
gradient is ∇um. The linear approximation is: P0 = Pˆ a0 + Pˆ b0x+ Pˆ c0y where:
Pˆ a0 = um − xm · ∇um,
Pˆ b0 = ∂xum in xm,
Pˆ c0 = ∂yum in xm.
Now project Pj, j = 0, ..., 8, onto the DG space and solve for (uˆ0)j , (uˆ1)j and
(uˆ2)j:
∫
Kk
ψ0ψ0 dK
∫
Kk
ψ0ψ1 dK
∫
Kk
ψ0ψ2 dK∫
Kk
ψ1ψ0 dK
∫
Kk
ψ1ψ1 dK
∫
Kk
ψ1ψ2 dK∫
Kk
ψ2ψ0 dK
∫
Kk
ψ2ψ1 dK
∫
Kk
ψ2ψ2 dK


(uˆ0)j
(uˆ1)j
(uˆ2)j
 =

∫
Kk
ψ0Pj dK∫
Kk
ψ1Pj dK∫
Kk
ψ2Pj dK
 .
After the polynomial reconstruction is performed, an oscillation indicator is
used to assess the smoothness of Pi. The oscillation indicator for the polyno-
mial Pi, i = 0, ..., 8, is defined as oi = ||∇Pi||, with || · || the Euclidian norm. The
coefficients of the new solution u in element Kk are constructed as the sum of
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all the polynomials multiplied by a weight, uˆq =
∑8
i=0wi(uˆq)i, q = 0, 1, 2, in
which the weights are computed as:
wi =
(ǫ+ oi(Pi))
−γ∑8
j=0(ǫ+ oi(Pj))
−γ
, (15)
where γ is a positive number and ǫ a small number to avoid division by 0. Take
for example ǫ = 10−12. The effect of γ and the combination of polynomials (La-
grange and original or Lagrange, original and Hermite) is tested in Section 4.2.
The discontinuity detector introduced in Krivodonova et al. [17] defines for
each element Knk a measure of the discontinuity Ik. This will indicate regions
where the gradient of a variable V is large. For the depth-averaged two-phase
flow equations, depending on the situation, we choose either V = h and V = α.
The discontinuity detector is given by:
Ink = max(Ink (h), Ink (α)), Ink (V) =
∑
Sm∈∂Knk
∫
Sm
|VR − VL| dS
h
(p+1)/2
K |∂Knk |||V||∞
, (16)
where hK is the cell measure defined as the radius of the largest circumscribed
circle in the element Knk , p the polynomial order, |∂Knk | the surface area of the
element and || · ||∞ the maximum norm. The solution is estimated [17] to be
smooth when Ik < 1 and non-smooth when Ik > 1.
4 Verification
4.1 Sub- and supercritical flow over a bump
We consider the 1D steady-state solution of sub- and supercritical flow over a
bump [27]. This is a popular test case to verify shallow water codes [5,12,19,35,30]
and we extend the test case to the depth-averaged two-phase flow model. For
this test case we consider:
h(1− α)
hα
hαv
h(1− α)u
b

t
+

h(1− α)u
hαv
hαv2 + 1
2
ε(1− ρ)ϕ11g3h2α
h(1− α)u2
0

x
+

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
G31 0 0 0 G35
G41 0 0 0 G45
0 0 0 0 0


h
α
v
u
b

x
=

0
0
S3
S4
0

,
(17)
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where
G31 = εραg3h, G35 = ε(1− ρ)ϕ11g3hα + ερhαg3,
G41 = ε(1− α)g3h, G45 = ε(1− α)g3h,
S3 = hF
D, S4 = −hFD/ρ.
Note that we take the given topography to be formally unknown in the sys-
tem. This leads to a well-balanced scheme [27]. Let the upstream variables be
denoted as h0, α0, u0 and v0. For both the subcritical and supercritical test
case we take h0 = 1, u0 = 1, v0 = 1, and α = 0.3.
We consider the solution on a domain x ∈ [0, 1] in which the topography
is given by [35]:
b(x) =
0.2− 20(x− 0.5)
2 if 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6,
0 otherwise.
As initial condition we take h + b = 1, u = u0, v = v0 and α = α0. At the
boundaries we define the exterior trace to be the same as the initial condi-
tion. For the subcritical test case we take g3 = 10
8 while for the supercritical
test case g3 = 25. Other parameters in the model are chosen as: ε = 0.01,
ρ = 0.9, θ = 0◦, ϕ11 = 2(1 −
√
1− cos2(φint)(1 + tan2(φbed)))/ cos2(φint) − 1,
φint = 24.5
◦ and φbed = 14.75
◦. In FD, the parameters are ρf = 1000 kgm−3,
vT = 0.143ms
−1, d = 10−3m and µf = 10−3 kg (ms)−1.
We compute the order of convergence by comparing the space-time discon-
tinuous Galerkin finite element solution of (17) to an “exact”solution of (17).
This “exact” solution is found by setting the time-derivative terms in (17) to
zero and then solving the system of ODE’s with a RK45 method on a grid
with 10000 points.
In Figure 6 we plot the numerical solutions of the total flow height h + b,
topography b, flow depth h, particle volume fraction α and the velocities u
and v for sub- and supercritical flow. The order of convergence is given for the
mixture momentum hαv + ρh(1− α)u as well as the topography b in Table 1
for sub- and supercritical flow. The reason why we also show the order of con-
vergence for the topography b is because it is taken formally as an unknown
in the system (as in [27]) and we show that the topography converges at the
same rate as the other unknowns. For a linear polynomial approximation we
obtain as expected second order convergence.
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(a) Subcritical flow: flow depth h.
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(b) Supercritical flow: flow height h + b
and topography b.
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(c) Subcritical flow: particle volume frac-
tion α.
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(d) Supercritical flow: particle volume
fraction α.
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(e) Subcritical flow: velocities u and v.
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(f) Supercritical flow: velocities u and v.
Fig. 6. Steady-state solution on a grid with 80 elements.
4.2 The slope limiter
We consider a Riemann problem to test the effect of the polynomials (La-
grange, original and/or Hermite) in the slope limiter and the parameter γ (see
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Subcritical flow Supercritical flow
Ncells b p h(αv + ρ(1− α)u) p b p h(αv + ρ(1 − α)u) p
10 1.5171 · 10−2 - 4.2299 · 10−3 - 1.2910 · 10−2 - 4.0446 · 10−4 -
20 3.7397 · 10−3 2.0 1.0484 · 10−3 2.0 3.4861 · 10−3 1.9 1.4343 · 10−4 1.5
40 9.3222 · 10−4 2.0 2.9977 · 10−4 1.8 9.0211 · 10−4 2.0 3.7399 · 10−5 1.9
80 2.3296 · 10−4 2.0 8.1480 · 10−5 1.9 2.2925 · 10−4 2.0 9.4394 · 10−6 2.0
Table 1
Sub- and supercritical flow: L2 error for the topography b and the total momentum
h(αv + ρ(1− α)u) and the convergence rate p.
(15)) in the space-time DGFEM discretization. For this test case we neglect
the source terms. Furthermore, we simplify the expressions for ϕ11, ϕ22, ϕ12
and ϕ21 by taking ϕ11 = ϕ22 = 1 and ϕ12 = ϕ21 = 0. Other parameters in the
model are chosen as ρ = 1, g = 1, ε = 1 and θ = 0◦. We consider the solution
on a domain [0, 1]× [0, 1] divided into 32× 32 elements. A physical time step
of ∆t = 0.005 is used and we consider the solution at final time T = 0.37. We
consider the following two-dimensional Riemann problem:
V (t = 0) =
V
L for x < 0.5 and y < 0.5,
V R otherwise,
in which V is the vector of primitive variables and V L = [1, 0.4, 0, 0, 0, 0]T
and V R = [0.5, 0.2, 0, 0, 0, 0]T . At the boundaries we set u1 = u2 = v1 =
v2 = 0.
The slope limiter is used in element Knk only when the discontinuity detec-
tor Ink > εkriv. In this test case we take εkriv = 1.
In Figure 7 we compare the solution of the volume fraction α along the diag-
onal x = y as computed using a slope limiter with the combination Lagrange
and original polynomials; and, the combination Lagrange, Hermite and orig-
inal polynomials. For each combination we furthermore compare the solution
using γ = 1 and γ = 10 in (15). We see that the least numerical dissipation
is introduced using the combination Lagrange and original polynomials while
γ = 1. Increasing γ to γ = 10 introduces more smoothing to the solution. Also
adding the Hermite polynomials to the combination Lagrange and original
polynomials increases the amount of numerical dissipation. This can also be
seen in Figure 8 where we compare the flow height h calculated using the com-
bination Lagrange and original polynomials with γ = 1; and, the combination
Lagrange, Hermite and original polynomials with γ = 10. We plot the results
per element to show the discontinuities at the element faces which would not
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Fig. 7. Solution of the volume fraction α at T = 0.37 along the diagonal x = y
as computed using the combination of Lagrange and original polynomials (LO) in
the slope limiter or the combination of Lagrange, Hermite and original polynomials
(LHO) with γ = 1 or γ = 10.
be visible with post-processing. We remark that without the slope limiter it
was not possible to do this test case because α became less than zero in regions
around large discontinuities due to undershoots. In Figure 9 we indicate the
areas where the discontinuity detector detects large discontinuities. In these
regions the slope limiter is used. The scheme is robust for a wide range of γ val-
ues, but for accuracy reasons γ should be chosen as small as possible, because
this minimizes the numerical dissipation. For the Riemann problem presented
here, the best combination would be the Lagrange and original polynomials
with γ = 1. As can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 there is a wave crest which
can be captured using the combination Lagrange and original polynomials
with γ = 1 which is not captured using the combination Lagrange, Hermite
and original polynomials with γ = 10 since this combination introduces too
much numerical dissipation. For other applications though, more numerical
dissiaption may be desirable to avoid large over- and undershoots which can
be achieved by slightly increasing the value for γ and/or using a different
combination of polynomials.
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(a) The flow height h as calculated using Lagrange and the
original polynomials in the slope limiter. Furthermore, γ = 1
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(b) The flow height h as calculated using Lagrange, Hermite
and the original polynomials in the slope limiter. Furthermore,
γ = 10 in (15).
Fig. 8. Solution of the flow height h at T = 0.37. Too much numerical dissipation
is introduced in (b) since there is a wave crest in (a) which is not captured in (b).
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Fig. 9. The shaded area indicates where the discontinuity detector has large values
and where the slope limiter is used; situation at T = 0.37.
5 Validation
In [1,2,30] laboratory experiments of shallow water and in [33] laboratory ex-
periments of shallow granular flow through a contraction were compared to
numerical results. We will simulate a two-phase flow mixture consisting of solid
particles in water in which the density of the solid particles is slightly higher
than that of water. We will simulate the flow of this mixture as it enters a
contraction. Initially we start with a flow with very low particle volume frac-
tion (5 %) and the flow reaches a steady-state with oblique jumps. We then
perturb this steady-state by increasing the particle volume fraction at the inlet
to 30 % for a short period. This perturbation was sufficient to perturb the flow
with oblique jumps to one with an upstream moving shock as was observed
by Akers and Bokhove [1] (see Figure 2). We now describe the numerical setup.
In our numerical calculations we consider a channel in the cartesian coordi-
nate system (x, y) ∈ [0, 10]× [−0.5, 0.5]. The channel converges from x = 4 to
x = 4.7228 so that y ∈ [−0.3, 0.3] and diverges from x = 4.7228 to x = 6.1685
(see Figure 10). As initial condition we take h = 0.2, α = 0.05, v1 = u1 = 0.5
and v2 = u2 = 0. Define hw = h(1 − α). At the inflow boundary we specify
hw = 0.19, the x-components of the velocities, u1 = 0.5 and v1 = 0.5, the
y-components of the velocities, u2 = 0 and v2 = 0, and the particle volume
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Fig. 10. Geometry and mesh of the chute with a contraction.
fraction α. Initially, the inflow condition for the particle volume fraction is
α = 0.05. For time 20 < t < 35 we change the inflow condition by increasing
the particle volume fraction to α = 0.3 after which we decrease the parti-
cle volume fraction again to α = 0.05. At the walls we follow Ambati and
Bokhove [3] and impose:
vb · n¯ = −vL · n¯, vb · t¯ = vL · t¯,
ub · n¯ = −uL · n¯, ub · t¯ = uL · t¯, (18)
where t¯ is the unit tangential vector orthogonal to the normal vector n¯. Fur-
thermore, we extrapolate the void fraction, αR = αL and the flow height
hR = hL. At the outflow boundary, all variables are extrapolated, UR = UL.
There are a number of constants in the depth-averaged flow model. We will
consider shallow liquid-solid flows with a height to length ratio of ε = 0.2
as a feasible approximation and for which the liquid to solid density ratio is
ρ = 0.9. The gravity constant is g = 1.5 so that the gravity components are
g1 = sin(θ)g, g2 = 0 and g3 = cos(θ)g in which θ is the angle of the contrac-
tion with respect to the horizontal (see also Figure 3). We take θ = 0.625◦ for
0 ≤ x ≤ 7 and θ = 10◦ for x > 7 so that the outflow boundary has no effect on
the solution in the contraction. To be able to calculate the drag function FD,
we use the following constants: ρf = 1000 kgm−3 and µf = 10−3 kg (ms)−1
while the solid particles are assumed to have a diameter of d = 10−3m and
vT = 0.143ms
−1 [15]. The internal angle of friction is taken to be φint = 24.5
◦
and the bed friction angle is φbed = 14.75
◦ [4]. The bottom topography is taken
constant b(x, y) = 0 and the drag coefficient is CD = 10
−4.
We compute the solution for the depth-averaged model using space DGFEM
until t = 100 using a CFL number of CFL = 0.8 on a grid with 400 elements in
the x-direction and 40 elements in the y-direction. In the slope limiter, a com-
bination of Lagrange, Hermite and original polynomials was used with γ = 10
to avoid severe over- and undershoots. In Figures 11- 13 we show the transi-
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tion of the flow height h from oblique jumps to an upstream steady shock (for
a comparison, see also Figure 2). We see the same as observed by Akers and
Bokhove [1] that after perturbing the steady-state solution of oblique jumps,
an upstream steady shock appears. We remark that if CD = 0, we do not get
an upstream steady shock. As expected, an upstream moving shock appears.
6 Conclusions
Recently, a depth-averaged two-phase flow model was introduced by Pitman
and Le [25] and Le [18] to model shallow debris flows. We slightly extended
this model by including extra friction terms to simulate turbulent friction.
The depth-averaged model contains nonconservative products which makes
it numerically challenging to solve. In Rhebergen et al. [27] we developed a
discontinuous Galerkin finite element method to deal with nonconservative
products which we applied in this article to solve the depth-averaged two-
phase flow model of Le [18].
The DGFEM discretizations for the depth-averaged model was verified against
steady-state flow solutions over a bump and we obtained second order con-
vergence when using linear polynomial approximations. To prevent numerical
oscillations, the WENO slope limiter [21] in combination with Krivodonova’s
discontinuity detector [17] was successfully applied. A Riemann problem so-
lution was shown which could not be solved without the slope limiter due to
severe undershoots.
Furthermore, the effect of the choice of the polynomials and the parameter
γ in the slope limiter were shown. The scheme is robust for a wide range of
γ values, but for accuracy reasons γ should be chosen as small as possible,
because this minimizes the numerical dissipation. Also adding the Hermite
polynomials to the combination Lagrange and original polynomials increases
the amount of numerical dissipation. This could be seen in the Riemann prob-
lem we investigated where there was a wave crest that could only be captured
using the Lagrange and original polynomials and setting γ = 1. Certain ap-
plications with strong gradients however need more numerical dissipation to
avoid over- and undershoots so that γ may need to be slightly increased. This
was necessary e.g. in the validation test case where we used the combination
of Lagrange, Hermite and original polynomials with γ = 10.
Finally, we qualitatively validated the model by showing the ability of the
model to capture the phenomenon in which a steady state solution with oblique
jumps is perturbed, by an increase of particles for a short period in time,
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Fig. 11. Oblique jump solution at t = 22.
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Fig. 12. Transition phase at t = 39.
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Fig. 13. Upstream moving shock at t = 100.
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so that an upstream steady shock appeared, as was observed by Akers and
Bokhove [1].
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A The three-dimensional two-phase flow model
In this section we present the three-dimensional two-phase flow model as de-
rived by Jackson [15]. By depth-averaging this model, Pitman and Le [25] and
Le [18] derived a depth-averaged two-phase flow model for shallow two-phase
flows.
Assume that the only fluids stress is the fluids pressure. Furthermore, the
densities ρf and ρs of both phases are assumed to be constant. The three-
dimensional model consists of two continuity equations and two momentum
equations. To write the equations in compact form, we use the summation
convention on repeated indices and the comma notation to denote partial
differentiation. The continuity equations are given by:
∂t((1− α)) + ∂k((1− α)uk) = 0,
∂t(α) + ∂k(αvk) = 0,
(A.1)
and the momentum equations as:
∂t((1− α)ρfui) + ∂k
(
(1− α)ρfuiuk
)
= −(1− α)∂k(δikpf )− FDi + (1− α)ρfgi,
∂t(αρ
svi) + ∂k(αρ
svivk + T
s
ik) = −α∂k(δikpf) + FDi + αρsgi.
(A.2)
Here, i, k = 1, 2, 3. The Cartesian coordinate system we consider is at an
angle θ with respect to the horizontal (see Figure 3). In these equations α is
the particle volume fraction, u the fluid velocity vector, v the solids velocity
vector, ~g the gravity vector, T s the solids stress tensor, pf is the fluid pressure,
FD the generalized drag force and δ represents the Kronecker delta function.
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